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Schedule I 

Scope of Services  

 

OPPORTUNITY:  Online Race Registration Platform  

RFP NUMBER  PM2022-001 

ANTICIPATED CONTRACT TERM  Approximate January 1 start date.  

 

Initial base contract will be one year with 

the potential of up to three (3) annual 

renewals.  

 

 

The Philadelphia Marathon is requesting proposals from qualified persons or 

entities to provide an Online Registration platform for the 2023 Philadelphia 

Marathon race. 

 

Please note that this opportunity is to provide registration services beginning 

with the 2023 marathon (taking place in November 2023). It is expected that 

some onboarding and planning time will be required to best position the 

selected vendor for success, so this RFP opportunity anticipates a contract 

term which begins in 2022.  

 

A. Scope of Services: 

Services will include online race registration and payment management for different 

categories of participants (individuals, elite/seeded runners, groups, and charity 

organizations), ability to communicate with registrants in a general and personalized 

manner, online results posting, volunteer registration and management, and 

flexible/dynamic reporting capabilities. The list of services below is not intended to 

be limiting or exhaustive but only a representative sample of requested items.  

 

Support of Registration 

 

Provide a full-service user-friendly, customizable online race registration platform 

that will provide services such as (but not limited to): 

1. Display of basic race information on custom landing page in 

registration platform (time, date, place, fees,     deadlines, etc.) 

2. Collection of all registrant information per event, as required by the 

Philadelphia Marathon, with               flexibility to add data elements after 

registration opening, if needed. 

3. Seamless integration between the race website to the online 

registration system, allowing for race branding elements on the 

registration platform as required by the Philadelphia Marathon 

4. Customization per event of data elements, conformation emails, 
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waivers, fees, deadlines, closing  dates/conditions, confirmation 

emails, etc. as required by the Philadelphia Marathon. 

5. Ability to add new registration categories after online registration opening. 

6. Ability to register multiple people in multiple categories in one transaction 

7. Support for group (unlimited quantity of members) registration and limited 

group captain access/tools. 

8. Support of registrations codes that allow for fee discounts and/or category 

access. Codes can be limited by calendar or quantity of use. 

9. Support of registration switches to allow (a) an individual to change events 

and (b) to allow an individual to give up a slot to another, according to the 

fees/calendar/parameters set by the Philadelphia Marathon. 

10. Ability for runners to have the personalized registration confirmation email 

and/or the pre-race email sent to themselves. 

11. Support to send mass emails with personalization as required by the 

Philadelphia Marathon with the ability to segment by certain categories (eg – 

sending emails to people who registered in the past, but did not register for the 

current year) 

12. Update of online file with bib and corral assignments once those assignments 

have been made. 

13. Searchable registration confirmation screens that include the display 

of bib number and corral assignments for each registrant once those 

assignments have been made. 

14. Searchable race results and timing information as well as linking with printable 

finisher certificates. 

15. Ability to create custom fund-raising pages for donations 

16. Ability to set up fundraising teams, corporate teams, and directly communicate 

with participants in sub events.  

17. Ability to integrate digital marketing assets to include but not limited to social 

media marketing, geo fencing, google ads and more. Must be able to insert 

customer tracking pixels throughout the registration process 

18. Ability to create virtual race events, as needed 

19. Ability to handle a runner referral program 

 

Report Writing 

 

Provide full-service, user-friendly, back-end registration database tools to: 

1. Search and edit all fields of all registration records, including running reports 

on deferred, transferred, cancelled runners, coupon/discount redemptions 

2. Create and run ad hoc reports, as needed. 

3. Download complete, filtered and/or incremental files in Excel-compatible 

format, as needed. 

4. Ability to report on each event separately as well as reporting against all events 

in one report. 
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5. Ability to download financial reports 

6. Ability to pull fundraising reports, plus generate and issue tax receipts on 

behalf of fundraising organization 

7. Ability to for charity partners to access metrics, stats, list of donors and 

fundraisers along with payout reports 

 

Volunteer Management 

 

Provide a user-friendly, customizable, online volunteer registration platform that 

permits: 

1. Branding of the volunteer screens as required by Philadelphia Marathon 

2. Definition of all volunteer opportunities (time frame, place, job description and 

quantity of volunteers needed, etc.) 

3. Dynamic volunteer registration for individual tasks which allows view to 

see job descriptions and updates remaining slots available in real time 

4. Registration support for volunteer groups as well as individual volunteers. 

5. Communication with volunteers (automatic responses and/or ad hoc 

emails) to confirm volunteer registration and reminder email just prior 

to event. 

6. Volunteer management tools to approve/change/reject job choices, generate 

summary reports, etc. 

 

Payment and Data Management 

 

1. The entity must have a proven track-record of providing and 

maintaining encrypted, secure online payment and participant 

information. 

2. Proven track-record of handling a large influx or registrants. 

3. Prompt transfer of registration monies received to the Philadelphia Marathon on 

a bi-weekly basis. 

4. Database of participants will be owned by the Philadelphia Marathon 

and cannot be used for any purpose without the expressed written 

permission of the Philadelphia Marathon Weekend 

5. Entity can provide an option for participants to join their web site. 

 

Technical Support 

 

1. Customer Services: must provide high level of customer service to 

subscribers/registrants. Must be able to respond quickly to customer 

issues/requests and work to resolve issues/requests to customer satisfaction. 

Must provide dedicated staff and team to account. bi-lingual support a plus. 

2. Client services: must provide/offer consulting services to assist/direct the 

Philadelphia Marathon in best practices/methods/options to address the 
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Marathon’s needs. 

3. Marketing: must offer opportunities for event brand recognition and exposure. 

4. Entity must maintain a robust technical platform with ample capacity to 

handle sudden “spikes” or peak periods of user activity, as well as provide 

assurance that the technical platform is highly secure, and data is extremely 

well protected. 

 

Other items of possible interest to the Philadelphia Marathon 

 

1. Optional Registration Insurance: Availability of an option to purchase runner 

insurance for a nominal  fee (paid by runner) that would allow the runner 

the option to receive a refund or deferral in case of injury, emergency, 

unexpected travel/relocation, etc. 

2. Option to display a real-time countdown as event(s) become full. 

3. Option for text messaging to participants 

4. Customized email templates 

5. Robust CRM system to enhance internal race management and external user 

experience. 


